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TEACHER’S GUIDE  

Mathilde Stein and Mies van Hout 
The Child Cruncher 
(Lemniscaat) 
 
 
It was summer holidays and I had 
nobody to play with. So you can 
understand how happy I was when I was 
kidnapped by a fierce robber. I was 
bound to have some exciting adventures 
now! Unfortunately, it turned out that he 
wasn’t a robber at all, just an ordinary 
child cruncher. What a disappointment...  
 
 
 
To the robber’s den – dice game  
Lay a path of thirty yellow folding 
circles in a circle. Put a blue circle after 
every five folding circles. Finish with a 
blue circle at the end of the path. Put a 
play figure of a girl at the start of the path.  
 
The children are the girl. She sits on the swings and is bored. Show this illustration in the 
book. Ask the children to take turns throwing the 1-2-3 dice and move the girl the 
corresponding number of steps on the path. When the girl lands on or goes past a blue circle, 
the children get an assignment. The assignment is carried out and the girl walks on. Continue 
until she reaches the end of the path.   
 
The assignments are: 
 
The first blue circle:  
Read the first page of the book out loud.The girl is bored because her dad has got his nose in a 
book. Ask the children to point at their nose and ask them in turn to name a different body 
part.  
 
The second blue circle: 
The girl is happy when one evening she suddenly feels a big hand on her neck.  
Pick up a doll and ask the children to place one hand on their back and to pass the doll with 
the other hand around the circle. Can they manage this without dropping the doll?  
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The third blue circle: 
First, the girl has to ask her dad if she can go with the robber.  
Read the second page of the book and ask the children what her father says.  
Play I’m going to a sleepover and I am taking with me.... Start by saying you are bringing a 
toothbrush. Now it is the turn of the child next to you. He says ‘ I’m going to a sleepover and 
I am taking with me’ and repeats your word (toothbrush) and then adds another word himself. 
Now it is the turn of the next child. He repeats the first two words and adds a word of his 
own. Continue in this way. How many words can the group remember?  
 
The fourth blue circle:  
And off they went on a wild dash through the forest.  
Show the illustration with the villain and the girl sitting on the horse. Together with the 
children, pretend to be a horse and gallop across the playground or the hall.  
 
The fifth blue circle:  
The villain tripped over something and plummeted into a ravine.  
Print a picture of a villain. Put the picture on one side of the classroom or playroom. The 
children stand on the opposite side. Tell them that the villain has fallen into the ravine and 
that the group is going to rescue him. But, of course, they have to make sure that they don’t 
fall in themselves! This is why the children hold each other’s hands and form a line so that the 
child at the front can get to the villain. Once they have rescued the villain, you increase the 
distance between the villain and the children and you ask them to come up with a new way to 
rescue the villain.  
Suggestions to increase the length of the line:  
- the children lie down to make a living chain.  
- they use objects to increase the distance between each child.  
- they use items of clothing to increase the distance between each child.   
 
The sixth blue circle: 
The girl has reached the end of the path to arrive at the villain’s den. Ask the children to make 
a villain’s den. It is up to them how they do this. They can use cardboard, paints, paper etc. or 
build the den with blocks or construction materials, or they can use sheets and clothing pegs, 
etc. Admire each other’s dens and read the page where the girl tries to make the den more 
homely while the villain is asleep.  
Tip! The children can re-enact the story of the girl and the villain in one of the life-size dens.  
 
Monkey bars 
The girl fancies some breakfast but the villain says he needs to do some exercise first.  
Look at the page where the girl plays her favourite game: monkey bars.  
Tip! Let the children enjoy monkey bars during the PE lesson. Put out racks and other 
equipment that the children can use for climbing, jumping and hanging from. Choose one 
child to play the villain. He tries to catch the children while they are moving around the 
monkey bars course.  
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Going home – dice game  
It’s breakfast time at last. The girl points at the chickens and wants to fry an egg. The rover is 
not interested. An egg? He eats...CHILDREN!  
Again, lay a path of thirty yellow folding circles in the circle. Don’t use any blue circles this 
time. Put the girl on the first circle and print a picture of a villain. Put this in front of the first 
circle too.  
Open the book and read the text out loud to the children, starting from ‘Yes. It’s about time 
we ate something.’ until  ‘There’s no need for you to see me home.’ 
The girl escapes from the den and jumps on the horse. She is so quick! Ask one of the 
children to throw a 1-6 dice. Move the girl the number of folding circles according to the 
throw of the dice. Now throw the 1-3 dice and move the villain. Continue in this way. Use the 
1-6 dice to move the girl and the 1-3 dice for the villain. Does the girl get to the end of the 
path before the villain does?  
Finally, read the rest of the story to the children.  
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